
 
 

 

 

Supplies Needed 

#77500340 30pc Dark Moss Green Xilion Bicone Swarovski Beads (1 pk) 
#29497011 1pc Gold Plated Metal Chain Necklace Base (1 pk) 
#2949721 3pc Lobster Claw Gold Plated Metal Clasps (1 pk) 
#2949709 25pc Circle Gold Plated Metal Jump Rings, 4mm (1 pk) 
#34719005 135 Gold Plated Metal Head and Eye Pins (1 pk) 
#63815381 24ft Gold 20 Gauge Copper Wire (1 pk) 
#3201801 40ft Gold 24 Gauge Copper Wire (1 pk) 
 
Tools Needed 

Needle Nose Pliers 
Round Nose Pliers 
Crimping Pliers 
Wire Cutters 
Large Sharpie Marker Pen 
 
Techniques to Know 

Form a Loop 
Wrapped Loop 
Jump Rings 
Basic Wire Wrap 

 

PENDANT INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Cut a 12" length of 20 gauge wire.  Wrap the middle of the wire around the 
marker, forming a loop. 

2. Bend one wire tail over about 90 degrees and wrap it around the marker.  
Repeat this with the other tail. 

3. Bring both tails up and crisscross them.  This completes the formation of 
the body of the Celtic knot.  Keep working with the knot to get it 
symmetrical. 
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4. Once you are satisfied with the shape of the knot, snugly wrap one of the 
tails a few times around the other tail.  Trim the excess of the tail you 
wrapped. 

5. Cut a 6" length of 24 gauge wire.  Securely wrap this wire several times 
around one of the four intersections of the curves on the outside edges of 
the knot.  Repeat this step on the other three intersections of those curves. 

6. Slide the following onto a head pin: a green bicone, two jump rings, a green 
bicone, two jump rings and a green bicone.  Form a loop to make a beaded 
drop.  Open the loop and attach it around the top center intersection of 
wires in the knot. 

7. Form the remaining tail at the top of the knot into a wrapped loop. Trim 
any excess tail. 

 
NECKLACE INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Slide the following onto an eye pin:  a green bicone, two jump rings, a 
green bicone, two jump rings and a green bicone.  Form a loop to make a 
beaded link.  Repeat this step one more time. 

2. Find the little jump ring attaching the chain together in the middle and cut 
that jump ring off.  Cut a 2 1/4" length of chain off one end of the chain.  
Slide the loop on top of the pendant onto the middle of that chain.  Attach 
a loop on one side of each beaded link to each end of that chain.   

3. Cut the remaining chain into two equal halves.  Attach one each end of 
each chain to the loops on the other side of the beaded links. 

4. Attach the jump ring on a lobster clasp to the other end of one of those 
chains. 

5. Attach a jump ring to the end of the other chain. 
 
Skill Level: Advanced Beginner 

 

Approximate Crafting Time: 30-45 minutes 

 


